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Baltimore ranks as the fourth most-stressed city in America, according to the new 2021 WalletHub
survey.In comparison, the same survey found Columbia is the fifth least-stressed city in the country.

Baltimore ranks fourth most-stressed city in America on 2021 WalletHub survey
Welcome to DesignFWD, a podcast series presented by Mohawk Group, where we discuss innovations in
design, performance, and sustainability that positively impact the built environment. Stick around for
...

DesignFWD Podcast Episode 04: Doing WELL by Place and People
privileging physical sciences over social science–informed understandings of local vulnerability and
adaptive capacity. Many assessments have focused on a single climate hazard threshold (such as ...

Assessing human habitability and migration
The story of the Chinese Communist Party, which turned 100 this month, is a testimony to its ability to
survive, adapt, and stay in power. What are the landmarks in its journey from humble beginnings ...

Expert Explains: Triumph of the Party-state
Schools need to try to fill in students’ unfinished learning. A North Carolina school district thinks
tutoring is the answer.

How one district went all-in on a tutoring program to catch kids up
Those who are incarcerated are suing for their right to gender confirmation surgery—if deemed necessary.
Meet the psychiatrist who almost always says it's not.

Prisoners, Doctors, and the Battle Over Trans Medical Care
The 39-year-old University College London graduate, who is an executive at Virgin, reflected on her
father's love of exploration in a tweet posted one day before lift-off.

Richard Branson's daughter Holly says she's been with her father non-stop
On May 27, 2021, the Minister of Education and Training announced the Lesotho General Certificate in
Secondary Education (LGCSE) results. The class o ...

Overhaul education system
2 ICFO-Institut de Ciències Fotòniques, The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology ... materials
has progressed from a promising concept (1) to a platform for demonstrating rich physical ...
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Spatiotemporal imaging of 2D polariton wave packet dynamics using free electrons
Robots may have to dig through at least a foot of ice on Jupiter's moon Europa, a new study suggests, as
the ice moon is being hit with 'impact gardening.' ...

Robots may have to dig through 1ft of ICE to find signs of life in the ocean on Jupiter's moon
And now, science is hopping on the bandwagon for these ... People can buy and trade these certificates
in the same way as physical collectibles, such as baseball cards. The art or data can be ...

How scientists are embracing NFTs
On June 28, the Madhya Pradesh Home Minister Narottam Mishra said that only those who have received two
doses of vaccines will be permitted entry into theatres, multiplexes, coaching centres, and ...

Making Vaccines Mandatory – An Ethical Perspective
The next industrial paradigms are projected to have great impact not only on the food processing
industry but also society and environment by augmented integration of physical processes, computation,
...

Moving Food Processing to Industry 4.0 and Beyond
In a profession dominated by men, Louise Boyle meets the California Conservation Corps’ first-ever, allfemale fire crew who have risen to the challenge of tackling the state’s intensifying blazes ...

Meet the all-female fire crew tackling California’s wildfires
It became a humble fourth dimension of the Spacetime ... However meaningless may be the concept of flow
of time for science, it is the lynchpin of our lives. Time is the thread on which are ...

Measure of time
To meet Annalise Murphy is to experience a small act of misdirection, the 31-year-old’s calm, polite and
down-to-earth demeanour offering little indication of the competitive fire that rages within.

It’s ‘all or nothing’ for Annalise Murphy as Rio hero targets another Games to remember
For decades, planetary science has focused mainly on Mars. A dedicated contingent of Venusophiles,
however, never lost sight our Earth's other neighbor.

These scientists spent decades pushing NASA to go back to Venus. Now they’re on a hot streak.
According to the World Bank, 80 percent of Filipino children don’t know what they are supposed to know.
Let that sink in and panic.

Our compromised future
Cat conquers every mountain in New Hampshire, BYU student journalists start underground paper in Utah,
and more ...
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